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The Problem 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have all been to a career fair or networking event at some point in our livesBut imagine you are a child in a lower income area and you come from a family of Trade workers and your parents never went to collegeYou want to break the cycle, but you have no idea where to startYour underfunded public school does not have the resources to prepare you for a different lifeWhat do you do?
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Mentorship 

• Mentors are difficult to find 
• Certain demographics lack access to mentors 

• Mentorship programs lack scalability 
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“Mentoring is a brain to pick, an ear to listen, and a 
push in the right direction.” — John Crosby 

But: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because of this issue, understanding of daily career activities and responsibilities in STEM fields is minimal and often misconstruedHow many of you have heard that programmers spend all day coding in a dark office in front of a computer?How many of you think this is wildly off of what developers actually do?Mentors provide the real life experience, encouragement, and support that kids need to succeedGood mentors are hard to come by, especially in certain demographicsExisting mentorship programs are difficult to replicate because:Mentors are busy, working peopleMentorship is built on personal relationshipsMentors often don’t have the specific experience relevant to many students, especially in STEMSome mentors are better than others, and choosing the right one is hard
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The Solution 

• Virtual mentors for high school age students, scaled 

• An interactive virtual agent that allows students to ask their own questions 

• Tablet based chat system 

• Mentors handpicked for their diverse set of experiences and mentoring ability 

MentorPal 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MentorPal was designed to bridge the gap between students and the practical knowledge they need to choose and prepare for a successful careerThe tablet based application emulates a chat agent to cater to young students who are familiar with this type of platformBy providing a swift and accurate QA system, students get the specific knowledge they are looking forRather than having to read through online resources and find relevant information, they are given it directlySeveral mentors are chosen to provide a panel that caters to diverse interestsChosen to be engaging individuals with relevant experienceThis project has massive social implicationsAs a scalable application, it could reach large amount of studentsUnderrepresented students are given access to valuable information
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Background and Related Projects 

• New Dimensions in Testimony (NDT) 

• 1400 answers could answer 70% of questions and 2000 would 

cover 95% 

• Can we reduce cost of such a system while maintaining 

effectiveness and also scale up? 

• Personal Assistant for Life-Long Learning (PAL3) 

• Creates an interactive, personal guide for learning for Navy sailors 

as they progress in their career 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The inspiration for MentorPal was a prior project at ICT. The New Dimensions in Testimony.NDT captured experiences of Holocaust survivors and created interactive systems that could answer questions and tell their storiesThis is similar to our project in terms of the virtual human QA system using NLP, but our space is more specificThey could answer with 70% with 1400 answers, and 95% with 2000 answersWe applied similar technologies, but also had to consider other things:Scalability (limited number of questions for each mentor, about 500)We made this possible by asking questions specific to our domainA helpful and informative answer is better than no answerPAL3The PAL3 project provides a platform (PAL3) and an interactive guide for learningThe long-term goal of PAL3 is to track learning records for Navy sailors and use these resources to provide personalized learning recommendations based on their performance and career pathPAL3 will be used to guide students to mentors and career resources related to those mentors, while indirectly assessing students’ career interests and use this to customize recommendationsTo keep engagement, PAL3 uses witty dialogue for the Pal guide, open learner models, and unlocking customizations 
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Goals 

1. Provide engaging, relevant responses for students interested in STEM fields 

2. Create a low-cost, repeatable process that allows for scalability without 

significant loss of quality 
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Interaction 
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Choosing a Mentor 

Criteria: 

• Relevant experience in STEM fields 

• Engaging and personable 

• Ability to provide useful advice in an eloquent manner 
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Mentoring Topics and Questions 

1. Accumulate questions 

2. Develop criteria for assessing question quality 

3. Rank questions 

4. Categorize questions into topics 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 The criteria for selecting and ranking questions were based on our target audience: students of approximately high school age.This period of life represents the most common age when students set goals to either continue their education (e.g., college, vocational institutions), join the military, or enter the civilian workforce. Since such students cannot always independently generate effective questions
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What qualities make a good response? 

1. Emotional 

2. Narrative 

3. Answers frequently asked questions 

4. Provides valuable information 
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Question Topics 
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Interview Process 

• Choose mentor 

• Provide mentors with equipment and setup instructions 

• Total equipment cost: $235 

• Record five 3-hour interview sessions based on question framework 

• Follow up questions asked in-session and in later sessions 
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Dialogue Model and Development 
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Process for Creating Corpus of Question-Answer Data for a Mentor  
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Special Cases 
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• What happens when a user doesn’t ask a question for a while? 

• How should irrelevant questions be handled? 

• What if the user repeats questions? 

• Deviation from agenda 
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Initial Accuracy Results 
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Dialogue Model 

 
NDT (Train: 10000, Test: 400) 

 
MentorPal (Train: 1600, Test: 200) 

NPCEditor 0.734 0.392 

Classifier - 0.471 

Ensemble - 0.466 
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User Interaction and Interface 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This can help in students becoming more informed and leaves them well-equipped to form career goals in growing fieldsThis can also help under-represented populations of STEM (minorities, women, etc. ) and get them into STEM careersIndividual experiences, not a general career guideA role model amplifier allows for exponential growth and impact
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Interface with Transcriptions 
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Mentor Panel 
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Future 

 The goal of MentorPal is to increase the realism of a student’s career goals 
 

 In a large-scale setup, a student would be able to talk to multiple mentors in the same field 
and receive several points of view 
 

 MentorPal offers greater breadth, but less depth 
 

 Dialogue model can be replicated 
 

 Cost of scaling up is low, and we aim to streamline the system to make a ‘MentorPal 
Recorder’ that can be used by anyone to build such mentors simply by entering questions 
and recording 
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Questions? 
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